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My job…

• Working on active data collection on 5 
different projects right now

• Statistician - Analyzing data for publication 
from several projects where data collection is 
complete



Exciting statistical methods?
Exploratory/Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Structural Equation Modeling

Latent Class Analysis

Multilevel Modeling

Growth Modeling
Quantile Regression

Behavior Genetics Models

Non Linear Growth Models

Analysis of logistic data

Cross Classified Models 

Latent Transition Analysis



The Patient
Is Already Dead



Hey Utahraphor, can you tell me 
how much kids grow in their 

language skills during 
kindergarten?

No, T-Rex. You used 
different measures for 

language each time 
you measured it. 

Respectfully 
parodied from 
“Dinosaur 
Comics” by Ryan 
North



General Phases of Active Research

• Planning
– Begin at the Beginning! 

– Storage starts here

• Active Data collection
– Document everything

– Clean your data

– Share with collaborators

• Writing
– Dataset naming

– Calculating Variables



Planning: Start at the Beginning

• “Know what you have” is much easier when 
you plan for what you’re going to get.

– Decisions about how to store data start before I 
even submit my IRB

• We make protocols for everything:

– ID number generation

– Variable Naming 

– Value labels

• Code Books



Junk in – Junk out.
Use established measures to assess 

the constructs of interest. 



Protocol Excerpt



Good Codebook Excerpt



Other People’s Data
• Think about someone else using your data 

later, and what they will need to know.



Other People’s Data
• Think about someone else using your data 

later, and what they will need to know.

• Every project has at least two data analysists –
you and future you.



Document. 
Everything.

It’s hard to remember what you measured, 
when you measured it, or why you measured it. 

Your best defense if a really good code book, 
explaining the study design, and what all of your 

variable names mean. 



Cleanliness is next to 
Godliness

Every data set has some problems. If you don’t 
think you have data problem, then you haven’t 
looked at it yet. 

Data needs to be cleaned to be used 
meaningfully. Be flexible because data cleaning 
is hard. 



Avoid manually-entered questions 



Don’t make these mistakes!



1) Make a tidy data set for sharing. 

– Make a codebook describing each variable and its 
values in the tidy data set.

– Tidy data usually only contains most essential 
variables. 

2) Also share the raw (unprocessed) data

– Document how you went from the raw data to 
the tidy data.  

Tidy Data



Ready to write

• You’re ready to write, now what?

• Versions are important:



Ready to Write

• My process:

– I always work from a temporary copy of the file 
created from code.

– Code is annotated with what I do

– After the paper is accepted, archive a copy of the 
final dataset. 

– Example:



Sample code: 



Lab-wide data rules

• Data must be deleted off of shared drive as 
soon as active data collection ends.
– Currently saved on external hard drives

• Funding: 
– Data processing is hard

– Write in funding for data processing on grants!

– Invest in a data manager.

• Why subjects were withdrawn:
– Documented by project



Data Management / Sharing Resources

• White et al., (2013). Nine simple ways to make it easier to (re)use 
your data. Ideas in Ecology and Evolution 6(2): 1–10, 2013 

• Tenopir, C. et al., (2011). Data sharing by scientists: practices and 
perceptions. PloS one, 6(6).

• Hadley Wickham (@Hadleywickham)    had.co.nz

• ICPSR’s Guide to Social Science Data Preparation and Archiving: Best 
practice throughout the data lifecycle. 

• Jeff Leek (@jtleek)  jtleek.com

• Caitlin Rivers (@cmyeaton) Caitlinrivers.com 




